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Current status and management of 

American bullfrog in Flanders 
American bullfrog was introduced in Flanders at the end of the 1990s and 

started to reproduce in 2001. The population has been expanding its range 

and now holds an area of occupancy of over 17 km2. The largest 

stronghold of bullfrog is a (meta)population in the valley of the Grote Nete 

where it is established in a complex of hundreds of - largely private - ponds 

used for fishing and gardening. In the north of Antwerp, 4 smaller satellite 

populations (less than 10 infected ponds) are present. The Interreg project 

INVEXO (2010-2012) investigated the effectiveness of different 

management methods. Double fyke nets proved to be a reliable method 

with a catchability of 6% for tadpoles and 0,7% for adults per 

fyke/24hours. Since 2013, double fyke nets were continuously used in 

managing bullfrog infestations.  

• Hoogstraten (5) 

• Double fyke netting, drawdown, seine netting, nightlighting and 

more drastically filling up one key pond  

• Aftercare: introduction of native predatory fish (pike) to restore 

habitat quality and benefit native species 

• After 4 years of double fyke netting the remaining pond 

populations show good prospects of being depleted 

• Some adults remain in the vicinity => follow-up still required  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Arendonk (6) 

• Double fyke netting for 3 years 

• 1 pond shows signs of successful eradication 

• 2 ponds show an increase in abundance despite management 

• 1 pond status is unknown (no permission for action) 
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Non - target

Bullfrog

Top left: filling up a pond, top right: use of seine netting after drawdown, middle: double fyke netting, 

bottom left: sorting caught bullfrog larvae and non-target species, bottom middle right: adult male and 

adult female bullfrog   

  

Evolution of captures for bullfrogs and non-target species in a pond in Hoogstraten since 2010 

 

• Valley of the Grote Nete (1) 

• Further expansion of the population to the west 

• Planned life–project could speed up future expansion 

• Kasterlee (2) 

• Cluster of about 10 ponds where a new satellite population has been 

found in 2013 

• 3 out of 6 ponds with bullfrog reproduction (presence of larvae) 

• Possibly “connected” to the population in Arendonk through stream 

• Sint-Agatha-Rode (3) 

• Tested for bullfrog presence with double fyke nets 

• All tested ponds were negative but some visual observations remain 

• Vierkensbroek (4) 

• Tested for bullfrog presence with double fyke nets 

• All tested ponds were negative 

Top: bullfrog sightings (red = recent sightings), bottom: locations of management actions 

Conclusion  

• One satellite population (Hoogstraten) close to eradication 

• Other satellite population (Arendonk) needs more management 

• In both cases post-hoc monitoring is needed 

• Newly discovered satellite population (Kasterlee) should be managed 

• Border regions of the core population should be monitored and contained 

• Nete valley metapopulation needs dedicated management plan 
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